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Keynote speakers

Prof Dr. Mark Knepper, MD, heads the Epithelial Systems
Biology Laboratory of the Intramural Program of NHLBI in
Bethesda. His work uses systems biology-based approaches to
study how the kidney regulates water excretion. This involves
use of large-scale data acquisition techniques, such as protein
mass spectrometry and ‘next-generation’ DNA sequencing
technologies to discover molecular mechanisms involved in
renal water transport. Much of the focus is on regulation of
molecular water channels (aquaporins) by the hormone
vasopressin in renal collecting duct epithelial cells. His data
sharing web site can be viewed at
https://esbl.nhlbi.nih.gov/Databases/KSBP2/

Prof. Dr. Guido Jenster received his PhD in 1994 at the
Erasmus University Rotterdam on mapping of the functional
domains of the human androgen receptor. As a postdoctoral
associate at Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, he worked
on the newly identified steroid receptor coactivators. As an
Assistant Professor of Urology at the University of Texas M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center, Houston and since 1999 at the
Erasmus MC, he continued to investigate the role of genes and
pathways in prostate cancer. In the last decade and as
Professor of Experimental Urological Oncology, his research
portfolio has been extended with the identification of novel
biomarkers for prostate cancer, particularly the RNAs and
proteins present in cancer-derived extracellular vesicles. His laboratory website can be
viewed at: https://www.erasmusurologyresearch.nl/guido-jenster/?et_fb=1&PageSpeed=off
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Program
Day 1

Tuesday, February 15th

Opening

Chairs: Uta Erdbrügger, US and Charles Blijdorp, NL
14.30 Welcome and introduction to the Urine Task Force (Uta Erdbrügger, US and Charles Blijdorp,
NL)
14.40 Keynote: Rose Johnstone, Marilyn Farquhar and Urinary Exosomes (Mark Knepper)

Session 1: uEV collection and storage
Chairs: Dylan Burger and Elena Martens

15.10 Introduction to Collection workgroup (Dylan Burger, CA and Bryan Byrd, US)
15.15 Plenary talk: Home collection and storage (Irene Bijnsdorp, NL)
15.35 Introduction to Storage workgroup (Elena Martens-Uzunova, NL)
15.40 Plenary talk: Imaging Flow Cytometry challenges classical NTA for the determination of uEV
storage conditions and purification methods (Marvin Droste, DE)
16.00 Panel discussion: “The ideal biobank”
Moderators: Dylan Burger, CA and Elena Martens-Uzunova, NL
Panelists: Irene Bijnsdorp, NL, Marvin Droste, DE, Maija Puhka,FI, Mark Knepper, US, and
Guido Jenster, NL

16.30 Break
Session 2: uEV origin and analysis (part 1)
Chairs: Alicia Llorente, NO and Fabrice Lucien, US

16.40 Introduction to uEV origin workgroup
16.45 Plenary talk: Single and bulk uEV analysis (Juan Manuel Falcon Perez, ES)
17:05 Featured abstract: A novel transgene mouse with an extravesicular EGFP tag enables affinity
isolation of cell-specific extracellular vesicles (Mikkel Noergaard, DK)
17.20 Short talk selected from abstracts: Studying membrane organization of urothelial EVs by
freeze-fracture electron microscopy (Nataša Resnik, SI)
17.30 Short talk selected from abstracts: EVQuant: high-throughput quantification and
characterization of extracellular vesicle (sub)populations (Martin van Royen, NL)

17.40 Break
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Session 2: uEV origin and analysis (part 2)
Chairs: Elena Martens, NL and Irene Bijnsdorp, NL

17.50 Short talk selected from abstracts: Density-based fractionation of urine to unravel the
proteome landscape of extracellular vesicles in prostate cancer (Bert Dhondt, BE)
18.00 Short talk selected from abstracts: Urinary extracellular vesicle bound DNA for the detection
of kidney allograft injury (Ivana Sedej, SI)
18.10 Short talk selected from abstracts: Robust, reproducible, and scalable workflow for isolation
and transcriptomic profiling of vesicular and total extracellular urinary RNA during pregnancy
(Priyadarshini Pantham, US)
18.20 Panel discussion: “How to elucidate uEV origin?"
Moderators: Alicia Llorente, NO and Luca Musante, US
Panelists: Fabrice Lucien, US, Juan Manuel Falcon Perez, ES, Edit Buzas, HU

18.50 Closing Day 1

Day 2

Wednesday, February 16th

Opening

Chairs: Elena Martens, NL and Alicia Llorente, NO
14.30 Welcome (Elena Martens, NL and Alicia Llorente, NO)
14.35 Keynote: Urinary extracellular vesicles as biomarker treasure chests for prostate cancer
(Guido Jenster, NL)

Session 3: uEV biomarkers and normalization (part 1)
Chairs: Brian Byrd, US and Inge Mertens, BE
15.05 Featured Abstract: Role of extracellular vesicle-vasorin in preeclampsia (Saravanakumar
Murugesan, US)
15.20 Short talk selected from abstracts: Identification of a Urine Extracellular Vesicle Signature to
predict Renal Outcome after Kidney Transplant (Jacopo Burello, IT)
15.30 Short talk selected from abstracts: Identification of progressive biomarkers for diabetic
nephropathy in large and small uEVs (Elisa Toloni, UK)
15.40 Short talk selected from abstracts: The Proteomic Landscape of Urinary Extracellular Vesicles
in Localized Prostate Cancer (Amanda Khoo, CA)
15.50 Short talk selected from abstracts: The urinary extracellular vesicle proteome of prostate
cancer reveals distinct expression patterns and promising biomarkers (Ayse Erozenci, NL)
16.00 Short talk selected from abstracts: EphA2 on urinary extracellular vesicles is a novel
diagnostic biomarker for bladder cancer (Eisuke Tomiyama, JP)

16.10 Break
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Session 3: uEV biomarkers and normalization (part 2)
Chairs: Charles Blijdorp, NL and James Dear, UK

16.20 Introduction to Normalization workgroup (Charles Blijdorp, NL and Inge Mertens, BE)
16.25 Plenary talk: Normalizing urine extracellular vesicle biomarkers: framing the questions (Peter
Yuen, US)
16.45 Panel discussion: "To normalize or not to normalize"
Moderators: Charles Blijdorp, NL and James Dear, UK
Panelists: Harry Holthofer FI, DE, Mat Luther, US, Peter Yuen, UK, Inge Mertens, BE

17.15 Break
Session 4: Translation in uEV research

Chairs: Uta Erdbrügger, US and Ewout Hoorn, NL
17.25 Introduction to Translation workgroup (Uta Erdbrugger, NL)
17.30 Plenary talk: Therapy and function (Benedetta Bussolati)
17.50 Plenary talk: Roadblocks to clinical translation of uEV research (James Dear)
18.10 Panel discussion: "Will uEVs replace kidney, bladder and prostate biopsies in the next
decade?"
Moderators: Ken Witwer, US, and Marvin Droste, DE
Panelists: Uta Erdbrugger, Brian Byrd, James Dear, Benedetta Bussolati, Ewout Hoorn, NL

18.40 Poster and Abstract Prizes

Uta Erdbrügger, US, Alicia Llorente, NO, Elena Martens, NL, Charles Blijdorp, NL, Dylan Burger, CA

18:50 Wrap up and Farwell

Uta Erdbrügger, US, Alicia Llorente, NO, Elena Martens, NL, Charles Blijdorp, NL, Dylan Burger, CA
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Featured Abstract Presentations
Abstract number 11

Role of extracellular vesicle-vasorin in preeclampsia
Saravanakumar Murugesan1, Hanna Hussey1, Lakshmi Saravanakumar1, Rachel G Sinkey2,
Adam B Sturdivant1, Tamas Jilling3, James A Mobley1, Mark F Powell1, Dan E Berkowitz1
1

Department of Anesthesiology and Perioperative Medicine, Division of Molecular and Translational
Biomedicine, School of Medicine, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, 35294, USA
2
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Division of Maternal-Fetal Medicine, School of Medicine, The
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, 35294, USA
3
Department of Pediatrics, Division of Neonatology, School of Medicine, The University of Alabama at
Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, 35294, USA

Introduction: Pre-eclampsia (PE), a hypertensive disorder of pregnancy, is a leading cause of
maternal death and prematurity. Recently, extra-cellular vesicles (EVs) containing protein and
miRNA cargo have been shown to be involved in cell-to-cell signaling and the endothelial
pathobiology of PE. Indeed, our recent data suggest that incubation of EVs isolated from the
women with severe PE (sPE) induces significant dysfunction to endothelial cells, including
decreased barrier function. While circulating antiangiogenic factors that interfere with VEGF
and TGF-β signaling pathways such as sFlt-1 and Endoglin have been shown to contribute to
PE pathobiology, we hypothesized that other protein cargo in EVs may contribute to PE
induced endothelial dysfunction. We used an unbiased proteomic approach to compare the
EVs protein cargo profile from women with sPE and normotensive controls.
Methods: We obtained urine and plasma samples from pregnant women with sPE (n=15) and
Normotensive (n=15) for the isolation of EVs. EVs-CD63 and total EVs were quantified and
isolated urinary EVs proteomic profile were evaluated from sPE and Normotensive sample
using a standard high-resolution nano-liquid chromatography, tandem mass spectrometry
approach. Vascular endothelial functional assays were determined by cell migration, and ECIS
(Electric Cell-substrate Impedance Sensing) in human aortic endothelial cells (HAECs).
Results: Plasma EVs levels were increased in sPE compared to Normotensive. In an unbiased
proteomic approach of EVs from urine of sPE and Normotensive women, Principal
components analysis (PCA) and Heat map revealed 40 proteins in EVs from sPE women and C
were differentially expressed. EVs from sPE women showed proteins that were both up- and
downregulated when compared to Normotensive. Interestingly, a TGF-β receptor protein
vasorin (VASN) was significantly decreased in abundance in sPE women compared to
Normotensive. VASN in EVs isolated from plasma and urine as well as placental tissue was
significantly decreased in sPE women compared to Normotensive. siRNA Knockdown of VASN
in HAECs recapitulates the phenotype observed with sPE-EVs, including decreased endothelial
proliferation as measured by wound healing assay, and increased permeability measured by
ECIS. Moreover, overexpression of VASN attenuates the effect of sPE-EVs on endothelial cell
permeability and migration/proliferation.
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Conclusion: VASN, a TGF-β receptor, is a positive regulator of endothelial cell proliferation
and function, specifically in pregnancy. Decreased EVs-VASN, seen in sPE women contributes
to endothelial dysfunction in HAECs. Targeting EVs-VASN may represent a novel, effective and
cell specific approach to prevent vascular complications in PE.
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Abstract number 14

A novel transgene mouse with an extravesicular EGFP tag enables
affinity isolation of cell-specific extracellular vesicles
Mikkel Ø. Nørgård1, Lasse B. Steffensen1, Didde R. Hansen1, Ernst-Martin Füchtbauer2,
Morten B. Engelund3,4, Henrik Dimke1,5, Ditte C. Andersen6,7, Per Svenningsen1*
1

Department of Molecular Medicine, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark
Department of Molecular Biology and Genetics, Aarhus University, Denmark
3
Department of Clinical Genetics, Odense University Hospital, Denmark
4
Clinical Genome Center, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark
5
Department of Nephrology, Odense University Hospital, Denmark
6
DCA-Lab, Department of Clinical Biochemistry and Pharmacology, Odense University Hospital, Denmark
7
Department of Clinical Research, University of Southern Denmark, Denmark
2

The in vivo functions of extracellular vesicles (EVs) are challenging to elucidate since most
cells secreted EVs, hampering our understanding of cell-specific EVs. To optimize the isolation
and tracking of cell-specific EVs, we created an EV reporter protein that uses truncated CD9
to display enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) on the surface of EVs. In kidney
epithelial cells, CD9truc-EGFP expression did not affect EV size or concentrations in the cellconditioned medium. Size-exclusion chromatography of cell-conditioned medium showed
that CD9truc-EGFP was present in the EV associated fractions, and immunoprecipitation using
an anti-EGFP nanobody, co-precipitated CD9truc-EGFP with EV-markers ALIX and TSG101. To
investigate the in vivo role of cell-specific EVs, we created a transgenic CD9truc-EGFP mouse
with Cre recombinase-dependent CD9truc-EGFP expression. We crossed CD9truc-EGFP mice
with mice expressing tissue-specific Cre recombinase activity in kidney epithelial cells (Pax8Cre), Cardiomyocytes (αMHC-MerCreMer), and ubiquitously (CMV-Cre) respectively. All mice
expressed CD9truc-EGFP as predicted by Cre expression. With immunoprecipitation, we
successfully isolated CD9truc-EGFP EVs and associated EV-markers in urine from CD9trucEGFPxCMV-Cre and CD9truc-EGFPxPax8-Cre, but not CD9truc-EGFPxαMHC-MerCreMer mice.
In plasma samples, EVs and associated EV-markers were isolated from CD9truc-EGFPxCMVCre and CD9truc-EGFPxαMHC-MerCreMer,but not CD9truc-EGFPxPax8-Cre mice. These
findings indicate that EVs are not freely filtered across the glomerular filtration barrier in the
kidney, probably because of size and negative charge, meaning that E Vs appear to be fluid
compartment restricted. In summary, this novel transgenic EV reporter mouse enables easy
and reliable isolation and tracking of EVs, allowing us to elucidate EVs' biological in vivo
functions.
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Short talks
Abstract number 6

EVQuant: high-throughput quantification and characterization of
extracellular vesicle (sub)populations
Thomas A. Hartjes1, Johan A. Slotman2, Mirella S. Vredenbregt3, Natasja Dits3, Roy van der
Meel4,5,6,7, Diederick Duijvesz3, Jay A. Kulkarni5,8, Pim J. French9,10, Wiggert A. Van Cappellen1,2,
Raymond M. Schiffelers4, Adriaan B. Houtsmuller1,2, Guido W. Jenster3, Martin E. Van
Royen1,2,10.
1

Erasmus MC, Dept. of Pathology, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Erasmus Optical Imaging Centre (OIC), Rotterdam, The Netherlands
3
Erasmus MC, Dept. of Urology, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
4
University Medical Center Utrecht, Dept. of Clinical Chemistry and Haematology, Utrecht, The
Netherlands
5
University of British Columbia, Dept. of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada
6
Laboratory of Chemical Biology, Department of Biomedical Engineering and Institute for Complex
Molecular Systems, Eindhoven University of Technolo-gy, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
7
Translational and Molecular Imaging Institute, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY,
USA
8
University of British Columbia, Dept. of Medical Genetics, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,
9
Erasmus MC, Dept. of Neurology, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
10
Erasmus MC, Cancer Treatment Screening Facility, Rotterdam, The Netherlands
2

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) reflect the cell of origin in terms of nucleic acids and protein
content. They are found in biofluids and represent an ideal liquid biopsy biomarker source for
many diseases. Unfortunately, clinical implementation is limited by available technologies for
EV analysis. We have developed a simple, robust and sensitive microscopy-based highthroughput assay (EVQuant) to overcome these limitations and allow widespread use in the
EV community. The EVQuant assay can detect individual immobilized EVs as small as 35 nm
and determine their concentration in biofluids without a bias due to extensive EV isolation,
purification or capture procedures. Using additional immunolabeling, we were able to detect
specific EV subpopulations based on combinations of biomarkers and is used here to identify
prostate-derived urinary EVs as CD9-/CD63+. Moreover, characterization of individual EVs
allows analysis of their size distribution. The ability to identify, quantify and characterize EV
(sub-) populations in high-throughput substantially extents the applicability of the EVQuant
assay over most current EV quantification assays.
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Abstract number 7

Studying membrane organization of urothelial EVs by freeze-fracture
electron microscopy
Nataša Resnik1, Rok Romih1, Mateja Erdani Kreft1, Samo Hudoklin1*
1

University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Medicine, Institute of Cell Biology, Ljubljana, Slovenia
*corresponding author

Urothelial EVs (uEVs) are membrane-limited structures, which are released from urothelial
cells into urine, blood or into growth medium in vitro, and are implicated in the intercellular
communication. Freeze-fracture electron microscopy is a technique for studying internal
organization of biological membranes. The main steps of sample preparation for freezefracturing are: i) rapid freezing, ii) fracturing, iii) making and cleaning the replicas, and iv)
analysing them with transmission electron microscopy. We isolated uEVs from normal and
cancer urothelial cells in vitro, and employed freeze-fracture electron microscopy to
characterize uEV in terms of shape, size, purity and membrane organization. The results
showed that isolated uEVs belong to microvesicles (MVs), according to their shape and size
distribution. Fractured membranes contained intramembrane particles, presenting integral
membrane proteins. Intramembrane particles were found mainly in the protoplasmic face of
limiting membranes. Based on particle distribution, we suggest that particles observed in MVs
were uroplakins, characteristic proteins of differentiated urothelial cell. Observed particles
were sparse in uEVs from cancer cells, which is in accordance with our previous studies,
reporting the reduction of uroplakins during urothelial cell carcinogenesis. To sum up, we
successfully analysed uEVs by freeze-fracture electron microscopy and proved it a technique
of choice to characterize the EVs diameter, shape, and purity of the fraction. Moreover,
superiority of freeze-fracture technique is its power to resolve internal organization of the
limiting membrane, which is a key factor in understanding how uEVs are targeted to, and
interact with recipient membranes. Thereby freeze-fracturing technique (with possible
upgrading to FRIL) merits being included into the guidelines of International Society for
Extracellular Vesicles for studies exploring organization of EVs limiting membranes.
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Abstract number 8

Robust, reproducible, and scalable workflow for isolation and
transcriptomic profiling of vesicular and total extracellular urinary RNA
during pregnancy
Priyadarshini Pantham1,3, Srimeenakshi Srinivasan1,3, Robert Morey1,2,3, Aishwarya Vuppala1,3,
Amber Morey1,3, Peter DeHoff1,3, Louise C. Laurent1,3
1

Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Reproductive Sciences, University of California San Diego, La
Jolla, USA
2
Department of Pathology, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, USA
3
Sanford Consortium for Regenerative Medicine, University of California San Diego, La Jolla, USA

Urinary extracellular vesicles (uEVs) are a source of RNA biomarkers for renal disorders. Urine
can contain total RNA and vesicular extracellular RNA (exRNA) derived from different tissue
sources including the human placenta during pregnancy. The objective of this study was to
define optimal methods for transcriptomic profiling of maternal urine in pregnancy by testing
different exRNA isolation and scalable library preparation methods. RNA was extracted from
urine pools and/or individual urine samples obtained from normal non-pregnant and
pregnant females as well as males using input volumes of either 1mL, 4mL or 0.6mL. Samples
were extracted in duplicate or triplicate using either (1) uEV enrichment with the miRCURY
(cat. 76743), SeraMir (cat. RA806TC-1) or ExoRNeasy (cat. 77044) kits followed by RNA
extraction using the miRNeasy mini kit (cat. 217084), or (2) total RNA extraction with the
miRNeasy Advanced (cat. 21720) or Norgen (cat. 51000) kits. Library preparation was
automated and miniaturized to 1/5th of the manufacturers’ recommended reaction volumes
using a small volume liquid handler (SPT Labtech). Small RNA libraries (total n=208) were
prepared using the NEBNext Small RNA library prep kit (cat. E7330L), and long RNA libraries
(total n=97) were prepared using the Takara SMART-Seq v4 Ultra Low Input RNA (SMART-Seq
v4, cat. 634891) or the SMARTer Stranded Total RNA-Seq Kit v2 Pico Input (Pico v2, cat.
634412) kits. Libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 4000 or NovaSeq 6000. Principal
component analysis of data from female urine samples showed that the greatest source of
variance in small RNA libraries (total n=175) was RNA isolation method, and in long RNA
libraries (n=97) was library preparation method. The miRCURY kit yielded small RNA libraries
of significantly higher complexity (number of unique miRNAs 10 raw read counts) compared
to the ExoRNeasy, SeraMir, and miRNeasy Advanced but not Norgen methods (pKRUSKALWALLIS<0.05). Long RNA libraries prepared using the SMART-Seq v4 method yielded
significantly more uniquely mapped reads compared to the Pico v2 method (pMANNWHITNEY<0.05). We have established a scalable pipeline for RNA-Seq profiling of exRNA in
urine in a robust and reproducible manner, and will apply these methods to conduct highthroughput transcriptomic profiling of uEVs in pregnancy disorders such as preeclampsia,
which affects maternal renal function.
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Abstract number 9

Identification of progressive biomarkers for diabetic nephropathy in
large and small uEVs
E. Tonoli1, M. Tepus1, C. Coveney1, M. P. Savoca1, D. J. Boocock1, S. Watson S2, D. Goumenos3,
T. Johnson2,4, E. A. M. Verderio1,5
1

Nottingham Trent University, School of Science & Technology, Nottingham, United Kingdom
University of Sheffield, Academic Nephrology Unit, Sheffield, United Kingdom
3
Patras University Hospital, Transplantation Department, Patras, Greece
4
UCB BioPharma, Slough, United Kingdom
5
Alma Mater University of Bologna, BIGEA, Bologna, Italy
2

Urinary markers show great potential to complement current diagnostic tools for early
diagnosis of Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) and to discriminate pathophysiological
progression. This study is aimed at identifying changes in the proteome of urinary
extracellular vesicles (uEVs) in patients affected by progressive versus stable diabetic
nephropathy (DN).
DN patients were stratified based on stable (mean GFR change of 1.9±1.8 mL/min per year;
n=17) or progressive pathophysiology (mean GFR change of -9.4±1.2 mL/min per year; n=19).
Large and small uEVs were isolated from 10 ml of cell-free urine (CFU) by differential
centrifugation, subjected to trypsin digestion and analyzed by RP-HPLC-ESI-MS/MS using a
TripleTOF 6600+ mass spectrometer (Sciex).
uEVs were characterized by western blotting (3 positive markers: Alix, Flotillin-2, TSG101; 2
negative markers: TOMM20, GS28), atomic force microscopy, transmission electron
microscopy and nanoparticle tracking analysis, confirming typical morphology and size (50250 nm), but no difference in uEVs concentration between the stable and progressive cohorts.
Shotgun proteomics of CFU (deprived of abundant serum proteins) and corresponding uEVs
fraction showed that uEVs displayed 4-5 more protein identities (IDs) compared to CFU,
confirming the advantage of analyzing uEVs over full urine. Comparative quantitative SWATHMS (n=11 progressive; n=10 stable; >60% confidence) showed a number of proteins
consistently increased or decreased in either small or large uEVs of patients with progressive
compared to stable DN. Differential expression of three progression biomarkers was validated
by western blotting in uEVs isolated from urine pools of the two cohorts.
In conclusion, this study suggests that both large and small uEVs are a source of progression
biomarkers in alternative to full urine, with possible future application for early detection of
progression or remission in CKD clinical trials.
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Abstract number 13

Urinary Extracellular Vesicle bound DNA for the Detection of Kidney
Allograft Injury
Ivana Sedej1,2, Maja Štalekar3, Magda Tušek Žnidarič3, Katja Goričar2, Nika Kojc4, Polona
Kogovšek3, Vita Dolžan2, Miha Arnol1,5, Metka Lenassi2
1

Department of Nephrology, Division of Internal Medicine, University Medical Centre Ljubljana, Ljubljana,
Slovenia
2
Institute of Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, Faculty of Medicine, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana,
Slovenia
3
Department of Biotechnology and Systems Biology, National Institute of Biology, Ljubljana, Slovenia
4
Institute of Pathology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia
5
Department of Internal Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Abstract is under author’s embargo.
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Abstract number 20

Density-based fractionation of urine to unravel the proteome landscape
of extracellular vesicles in prostate cancer
Bert Dhondt1,2,3, Olivier De Wever 1,2, An Hendrix1,2
1

Laboratory of Experimental Cancer Research, Department of Human Structure and Repair, Ghent
niversity, Ghent, Belgium
2
Cancer Research Institute Ghent, Ghent, Belgium
3
Department of Urology, Ghent University Hospital, Ghent, Belgium
U

Introduction: There is major interest in finding biomarkers improving clinical decision making
for prostate cancer (PCa). Urine is an ideal proximal fluid for the identification of extracellular
vesicle (EV)-associated biomarkers in urological cancers. Discovery and translation of EV
content into PCa biomarkers remains however challenging due to the difficulty of obtaining
high-purity urinary EV (uEV).
Methods: We developed a step-by-step protocol to separate uEV by orthogonal
implementation of ultrafiltration and bottom-up density gradient centrifugation (BU-ODG).
We implemented particle- and protein-based measurement methods including transmission
electron microscopy, western blot and nanoparticle tracking analysis to identify EV- (density:
1.087-1.109 g/mL) and protein rich urine fractions (density: 1.207-1.231 g/mL). We compared
the performance of BU-ODG to differential ultracentrifugation (DUC), size-exclusion
chromatography (SEC) and Exoquick (EQ). Mass spectrometry-based proteomics (LC-MS/MS)
was used to interrogate EV- and protein rich fractions obtained by BU-ODG from matched
urine and tissue from PCa patients (n=3), and urine from men with PCa prior to (n=12) and
after treatment (n=10), controls with benign prostatic hyperplasia (n=12) and patients with
other urological cancer types (n=11).
Results: BU-ODG separated uEV from soluble proteins with high specificity and repeatability,
outperforming DUC, EQ and SEC. LC-MS/MS of uEV from men with benign or malignant
prostate disease allowed us to significantly expand the known human uEV proteome and
identify a uEV profile specific for PCa not uncovered by the analysis of protein rich urine
fractions. In addition, proteome profiling of EV separated from PCa tissue and matched uEV
confirmed the specificity of the uEV proteome for PCa. A comparative proteomic analysis with
uEV from patients with bladder and renal cancer provided additional evidence of the selective
enrichment of protein signatures in uEV, reflecting their respective cancer tissues of origin.
Conclusion: This study identifies hundreds of previously undetected proteins in uEV of PCa
patients and provides a powerful toolbox to map both EV- and protein rich urine fractions
ultimately supporting biomarker discovery for urological cancers.
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Identification of a Urine Extracellular Vesicle Signature to predict Renal
Outcome after Kidney Transplant
Jacopo Burrello1,2, Silvia Monticone2, Alessio Burrello3, Sara Bolis1, Carlotta Pia Cristalli4,
Giorgia Comai4, Valeria Corradetti4, Massimiliano Bonafè4, Gaetano La Manna4, Lucio
Barile1,5,6 and Benedetta Bussolati7
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A long-standing effort is dedicated toward the identification of biomarkers allowing the
prediction of graft outcome after kidney transplant. Data from literature suggest that
dynamic changes of EV markers and content in serum and urine during transplant might
mirror recovery of renal and endothelial functions. The aim of the study was to investigate EV
surface antigens as potential predictors of renal outcome after kidney transplant. We
characterized 37 surface-antigens by flow-cytometry in urine EVs from 58 patients which
were evaluated at different time-points after transplant, for a total of 426 analyzed samples.
Expression of markers of renal progenitor/mesenchymal stem cells in urine EVs progressively
increased after transplant in patients displaying renal recovery at follow-up. An EV molecular
signature, obtained by supervised learning, predicted renal outcome (91.4% accuracy) at 1year follow-up. Moreover, a distinct subset of EV markers (mainly from
immune/inflammatory cells) increased in case of graft rejection, allowing its discrimination.
In conclusion, we systematically characterized urine EVs from a highly selected longitudinal
cohort of patients undergoing kidney transplant, and we developed the first model able to
predict renal outcome at 1-year follow-up, using EV parameters immediately after kidney
transplant. EV profiling has been performed by a standardized, low-cost, flow cytometric
platform. This approach is minimally invasive, amenable to full automation, and represents a
promising point-of-care testing tool.
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The Proteomic Landscape of Urinary Extracellular Vesicles in Localized
Prostate Cancer
Amanda Khoo1, Zhuyu Qiu2, Vladimir Ignatchenko3, Joseph J. Otto4, Vanessa Correll4, Andrew
Macklin3, Katharina Fritsch1, Meinusha Govindarajan1, Lifang Yang4, Brian Main4, Danny
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Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most common cancer in men and can be treated early with early
detection. However, current prognostic protocols do not accurately predict disease
aggression and clinical outcome, limiting optimal patient management. Proteins in urine
collected after a digital rectal exam (DRE), and perhaps urine extracellular vesicles (uEVs),
could serve as predictive biomarkers and used for non-invasive PCa risk stratification. From a
cohort of 154 treatment-naive benign, low, intermediate and high-risk patients, we isolated
two subsets of post-DRE uEVs using ultracentrifugation and filtration at 20,000 g (P20) and
150,000 g (P150). Using shotgun proteomics, we quantified a total of 5,322 proteins in uEVs,
and 4,155 proteins in urine. For 93 patients that had matched urine and uEVs, we compared
sample types and identified pathways enriched in each sample type. These included cell
adhesion and EV biogenesis pathways that were depleted in urine; protein folding and
metabolic pathways that were enriched only in P20 uEVs; and blood proteins that were
enriched only in urine. We also compared EVs isolated from 5 patients with matched postDRE urine and no-DRE urine, and confirmed that prostate proteins were enriched in post-DRE
urine, P20 uEV and P150 uEV. Using a cohort of low risk (cISUP grade group 1) patients on
active surveillance that were monitored for 12-16 months, we identified proteins that are
most stable within patients that could potentially be used for normalization. Finally, since
uEVs could be shed from the bladder, kidney and prostate, we developed a pipeline to select
for prostate-derived proteins from the background of urine kidney- and bladder-derived
proteins, and identified proteins that are most likely prostate-derived for biomarker
discovery. We are currently building a biomarker pipeline to identify urine or uEV peptides
that can distinguish between low and intermediate/high-risk patients, as well as benign and
cancer patients.
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The urinary extracellular vesicle proteome of prostate cancer reveals
distinct expression patterns and promising biomarkers
Ayse Erozenci1,2, Sander R. Piersma1, Thang V. Pham1, Jeroen van Moorselaar2, A. Vis2, Guido
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To improve prostate cancer (PCa) diagnosis, an accurate minimally-invasive test is needed.
PCa-associated markers are present in urinary extracellular vesicles (uEVs). EVs harbor
molecular components of their cell-of-origin, therefore proteomics profiling of uEVs may lead
to identification of PCa biomarkers. To this end, uEVs of two PCa cohorts were isolated via
heat-shock protein-based capture. Cohort 1 consisted of 40 samples including 12 agematched controls and 28 PCa samples (early n=17; advanced n=11) and cohort 2 consisted of
94 samples including 28 age-matched controls and 66 PCa samples (early n=24; intermediate
n=24; advanced n=18). LC-MS/MS-based proteomics was used for marker discovery in cohort
1 and 2. ELISA was used for validation of 5 markers in a third cohort (n = 43; consisting of 17
controls, 26 PCa samples (intermediate n =15, advanced n=11)) in uEVs isolated from 2 ml
urine. About 3500 proteins were identified in uEVs of the two discovery cohorts. PCa patients
showed a distinct uEV protein expression profile in both datasets, with a better separation
from controls in the first cohort. A total of 96 proteins were significantly (p<0.05) enriched in
uEVs of PCa patients in both datasets. These proteins are related to cancer-related biological
pathways, including vesicle-secretion, motility/adhesion, immunity and metabolism. 5
candidate proteins were selected based on significance (p<0.05), fold change (>1.5), data
presence and involvement in (prostate)cancer. To determine whether normalization can be
performed, we measured urinary PSA and creatinine, CD63 and CD9 for EV number, and total
protein concentration. When corrected for input protein concentration, all candidates
significantly separated (p<0.05) PCa patients from control (AUC=0.8-0.925); showing
improvement on the most widely used PCa clinical marker serum PSA (AUC=0.747), as well as
PCA3 (AUC=0.781). Combination of the candidates and clinical information enhanced the
performance of the biomarkers (AUC=0.933). In conclusion, potential new uEV biomarkers for
PCa were identified and validated using proteomics and ELISA. This uEV protein signature will
be further validated by immunoassays in another large independent cohort.
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EphA2 on urinary extracellular vesicles is a novel diagnostic biomarker
for bladder cancer
Eisuke Tomiyama1, Kazutoshi Fujita1,2, Ryohei Narumi3, Ryo Ukekawa4, Sadamu Ozaki4,
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Introduction: and Objective Urine contains extracellular vesicles (EVs) secreted directly from
bladder cancer (BCa) and is a potential resource for biomarker discovery. In this study, we
aimed to identify a urinary EV (uEV)-based protein biomarker for the diagnosis of BCa and
develop an ELISA for the biomarker protein on uEVs. In addition, we evaluated whether the
identified protein on EVs has cancer-promoting effects in BCa.
Methods: Shotgun proteomics (TMT-labeled LC-MS/MS) was performed on uEVs from 7 BCa
patients and 4 healthy individuals. Biomarker candidates were shortlisted from identified
proteins and validated using targeted proteomics (SRM/MRM) of uEVs from 49 BCa and 48
non- BCa patients, including patients with non-malignant hematuria. We developed an ELISA
method, without ultracentrifugation, for the biomarker protein on uEVs and evaluated its
diagnostic performance using urine samples from 18 patients with BCa and 20 non-BCa
controls. The function of the validated biomarker protein and its function through EVs were
analyzed in BCa cells.
Results: Shotgun proteomics identified 1960 proteins, of which 13 membrane proteins were
significantly upregulated in uEVs from BCa patients. Among them, eight proteins were
validated by target proteomics, and Ephrin type-A receptor 2 (EphA2) was the only protein
that was significantly upregulated in the uEVs of patients with BCa, compared to the uEVs of
patients with non-malignant hematuria (P < 0.01). We developed EV-EphA2-CD9 ELISA to
quantify EV-EphA2, which showed a diagnostic performance of AUC with 0.84 (sensitivity:
61.1 %, specificity: 100%). Furthermore, the combination of EV-EphA2-CD9 ELISA and urine
cytology improved the detection of BCa (sensitivity, 94.4 %; specificity, 100 %). Finally, we
revealed that EphA2 promotes proliferation, migration, and invasion, and EV-EphA2
promotes the invasion of BCa cells.
Conclusions: We established EV-EphA2-CD9 ELISA for uEV-EphA2, which enables non-invasive
early diagnosis of BCa in clinical practice.
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Comparison of a size-exclusion chromatography-based and
ultracentrifugation-based method for post-DRE urine EV isolation

an

Vanessa Correll1, Lifang Yang1,2, and O. John Semmes1,2
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Introduction: The isolation and proteomic analysis of extracellular vesicles (EVs) from
expressed prostatic secretions in urine (EPS-urine), also called post-digital rectal exam (DRE)
urine, is a strategy for the discovery of non-invasive diagnostic biomarkers for prostate cancer
and other urogenital diseases. However, high-abundant urine proteins can co-isolate with EVs
and limit the detection of low-abundant but biologically-relevant proteins. Here, we
investigated the impact of two different EV-enrichment strategies [ultracentrifugation (UC)
or size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) followed by UC of the SEC fractions] on EV yield and
purity.
Methods: EPS-urine samples were obtained following IRB-approved protocols. EPS-urine was
pre-cleared by 20,000g centrifugation and 0.22 micron filtration before small EV enrichment.
EVs were isolated from 10 mL of pooled EPS-urine (n = 10) by 1) a UC-based protocol
(175,000g x 2 with PBS washing) or 2) by SEC (qEV10-35 nm column, Izon Science) followed
by the enrichment of EVs from the pooled EV-containing fractions (20 mL) by the UC protocol.
A total of 16 5-mL SEC fractions were collected and analyzed by NTA and Bradford assay. Final
particle yield and purity were assessed by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and by western
blotting for EV-markers and high-abundant urine proteins, respectively.
Results: Particle counts were highest within fractions 5-8, while the most protein eluted in
later fractions; elution profile was consistent after column re-use. The average EV-marker to
high-abundant urine protein band intensity ratio (n = 4) was 2 to 6-fold higher within EVs
isolated by SEC-based rather than UC-based method. The average particle yield was not
significantly different between the two methods.
Conclusion: Post-DRE urine EVs isolated by the SEC-based method displayed improved purity
compared to those isolated by the UC-based method.
Funding: EDRN U01CA214194 awarded to OJS.
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Label-free optical metabolite imaging signatures of urinary extracellular
vesicles from dogs as a genitourinary cancer biomarker
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The metabolic state of extracellular vesicles (EVs) varies depending on physiological and
environmental conditions. EVs contain a variety of metabolites, including flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD), reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), and reduced
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH). A multimodal, nonlinear optical
microscope can image the autofluorescence of these metabolites in EVs label-free, and the
optical redox ratio of single EVs can be calculated. The optical redox ratio is a widely used
measure for comparing the autofluorescence intensities of the metabolic cofactors FAD and
NAD(P)H in order to assess the metabolic profile of cells, tissues, and EVs. Here, the optical
redox ratio of large-sized urinary EVs isolated from dogs with or without genitourinary cancer
was evaluated. Urinary EVs isolated from dogs with genitourinary cancer had significantly
lower optical redox ratios than those obtained from healthy dogs due to enriched NAD(P)H.
The findings imply that label-free optical characterization of urinary EVs may be used as a
potential biomarker for genitourinary cancer screening.
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Comparison of plasma and urinary EVs as a source of RNA biomarkers in
liquid biopsies of prostate cancer.
Cristina Bajo-Santos1, Agnese Brokāne1, Pawel Zayakin1, Alberts Belovs2, Juris Jansons2, Māris
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EVs have emerged as a very attractive source of cancer-derived RNA biomarkers for the early
detection, prognosis and monitoring of various cancers, including prostate cancer (PC),
however, which biofluid – plasma or urine is more suitable for the detection of EV-enclosed
biomarkers is not yet clear. In the current study, we performed RNA sequencing analysis of
plasma and urinary EVs collected before and after radical prostatectomy, and matched tumor
and normal prostate tissues of 10 PC patients. The most common RNA types in EVs were
miRNAs, mRNAs, piRNAs, tRNAs and lncRNAs. To estimate what are the main sources of
plasma and urinary EV-RNA we performed tissue deconvolution analysis. To identify putative
cancer-derived RNA biomarkers, we searched for RNAs that were overexpressed in tumour
as compared to normal tissues, present in the pre-operation EVs and decreased in the postoperation EVs in each RNA biotype. The levels of 63 mRNAs, 3 lncRNAs, 2 miRNAs and 1 piRNA
were significantly decreased in the post-operation urinary EVs thus suggesting that the main
tissue source of these RNAs in urine is PC and/or normal prostate tissues. No such RNA
biomarkers were identified in plasma EVs, thus suggesting that urine is significantly enriched
with PC-derived RNAs as compared to plasma. Finally, we identified somatic point mutations
in the transcribed fraction of protein-coding genes and assessed the concordance in mutation
detection in PC tissues and plasma and urinary EVs.
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Urinary larger-ectosome like EVs: small entities with great clinical
potential!
Vijay kumar Boddu, Piet Zamzow, Siva hari prasad Gorantla, Fanny Ender, Frank Gieseler
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Extracellular vesicles obtained a lot of attention in the past years especially because of their
clinical significance due to the modulation of tumor microenvironment. They are broadly
classified into exosomes (30-100), ectosomes (100-800) and large apoptotic bodies (5002000) based on their size, and origin. Among these, larger ectosome like EVs are formed by
blebbing of the outer membrane of tumor cells and thus the likelihood of mimicking the
tumor cell surface is very high. Isolation of EVs from body fluids such as saliva, blood, urine
etc can be further used as Liquid biopsy. Extracellular vesicles isolated especially from urine
of bladder cancer patients have a great potential to be used as liquid biopsy with minimal
invasive methods. Although the majority of the studies focussed on exosomes as potential
biomarkers in urinary bladder cancer. However, our focus of the study is to identify the cancer
associated markers on larger ectosome like EVs not only because of their easy isolation and
characterisation but also of their clinical relevance as they are directly shed out of the
membrane the probability of carrying a tumor surface marker is very high. By employing
sequential centrifugation, Flow cytometry and Nanoparticle tracking analysis We achieved a
very good separation of the smaller exosome-like vesicles and the larger ectosome-like
vesicles and we were able to show differential expression CD147 on larger ectosome-like EVs
which were isolated from urine of different cohorts of bladder cancer patients.
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Urinary EVs show early cardio-renal risk within normoalbuminuria
condition
Miriam Anfaiha-Sanche1, Aranzazu Santiago-Hernandez1, Marta Martin-Lorenzo1, Juan
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Aim: Microalbuminuria is an indicator of renal damage and cardiovascular risk. Progression is
unpredictable and subjacent mechanisms are unknown. Despite clinical evidences of early
cardiorenal risk, normoalbuminuric subjects are considered at no risk in clinical practice and
so they are out of therapy targets. We aimed to identify molecular mechanisms within the
normoalbuminuria condition particularly associated to those subjects with risk to progress to
microalbuminuria and so reflecting early cardiorenal risk.
Methods: Urinary EVs were isolated by ultracentrifugation from samples collected from 10
hypertensive patients classified as control (ACR <10 mg/g) or high-normal (ACR =10-30 mg/g).
EVs were characterized by WB, nanoparticle tracking analysis and electron microscopy.
Differential proteomic analysis was carried out by isobaric-labeling and mass spectrometry.
Proteins were considered statistically significant if p-value <0.05. Systems biology analysis
was carried out, coordinated protein responses were evaluated and functional categories
operating were identified.
Results: A total of 6275 individual proteins and 3204 functional categories were identified.
Out of them, 480 proteins and 263 categories varied significantly in individuals within the
high-normal range. When the EVs differential proteome was compared with previous data in
whole urine from the same subjects, 43 EVs proteins showed differential abundance in the
high-normal group. All of them had been previously detected in urine but without having
shown a differential profile between compared groups, reflecting altered homeostasis,
coagulation cascade and lipids metabolism, together with glomerular and tubular damage.
Conclusion: Urinary EVs are a rich source of information complementary to urine in the search
for biomarkers. EVs proteins reflect early cardiorenal risk, paving the way towards
personalized medicine in the control of cardiovascular risk.
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Proteomic comparative analysis of uEVs harvested in the pellets of the
classical differential centrifugation approach
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Urinary extracellular vesicles (UEVs) provide a relative novel source of valuable biomarkers
for kidney and urogenital diseases. As a matter of fact, so far the bulk of the research has
focused mainly on the ultracentrifugation pellet as the primary source of extracellular vesicles
(EVs). Only recently, have uEVs collected at relative low speed been regarded as an additional
important fraction of EVs carrying biomarkers. This study aims to investigate what are the
differences in protein composition between the uEVs pellets collected at 21,000 and 140,000g
respectively. First morning void urine was centrifuged at relative centrifugation force RCF of
4,600 g. The supernatant used to enrich uEVs by centrifugation at RCF of 21,000g (P20) and
140,000g (P100). The pellets were further process using: TCEP wash for P20 and Guanidine
plus SEC for P100 to eliminate the interference of uromodulin for the MS analysis. CryoElectron Microscopy, nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and western blot were adopted to
characterize these pellets. uEVs were successfully harvested at both centrifugation speed
independently from the presence of uromodulin filaments. Cryo-Transmission Electron
Microscopy provided a good representation of the EVs heterogeneity in both pellets with a
particle size distribution very similar when measure in NTA. Particle number resulted more
abundant for the P100 than P20 consistent with the higher RCF. Mass spectrometry analysis
provided more than 1000 protein identification for both pellets with a very similar
composition. Western blot detection of EVs and nephron markers showed a parallel
distribution of the markers for both pellets. P20 and P100 provided a very similar uEVs
product. Both pellets might be used independently providing the same type of information or
alternatively they can be combined to increase the final yield for limited amount of volumes.
Further study extended to the transcriptomic and metabolomics areas should be carried out
to complete the comparative analysis
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Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) modulate gene expression alongside
presenting unexpected source of neoantigens
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Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) modulate gene expression alongside presenting unexpected
source of neoantigens. Despite their immense interest, their ability to be transferred and
control adjacent cells is unknown. Extracellular Vesicles (EVs) offer a protective environment
for nucleic acids, with pro and anti-tumorigenic functions by controlling the immune
response. In contrast to extracellular non-vesicular RNA, few studies have addressed the full
RNA content within human fluids’ EVs and none have compared them with their tissue of
origin. Here, we performed Total RNA-Sequencing on 6 Formalin-Fixed Paraffin-Embedded
(FFPE) prostate cancer (PCa) tumor tissues and their paired urinary (u)EVs to provide the first
whole transcriptome comparison from the same patients. UEVs contain simplified
transcriptome with intron-free cytoplasmic transcripts and specific lnc/circular RNAS
(circRNAs), strikingly common to all patients. Our full cellular and EVs transcriptome
comparison within 3 common PCa cell lines identified a set of overlapping 14 uEV-circRNAs
characterized as essential for prostate cell proliferation in vitro and 15 uEV-lncRNAs that we
predicted to encode 768 high-affinity neoantigens. Our dual analysis of EVs-lnc/circRNAs both
in urines’ and in vitro’s EVs provides a fundamental resource for future uEV-lnc/circRNAs
phenotypic characterization involved in PCa.
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Urinary EVs and SEC-enrichment: a 150-experience summary
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Urinary extracellular vesicles (uEV) show great potential as a source of non-invasive
biomarkers for chronic kidney disease (CKD). Our lab was pioneer in using size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) for uEV enrichment. Here we summarize the experience and main
results of more than 150 SEC-enriched uEV samples. Urine samples from healthy controls
(n=17), normo-functional kidney transplanted patients (n=17) or chronic kidney disease (CKD)
patients (n=98) had been frozen for several months/years at -80ºC before enrichment.
Thawed samples (20 mL each) were processed for uEV enrichment by SEC and screened for
the EV markers CD9 and CD63 by bead-based flow cytometry. Protein content was measured
using either BCA or Nanodrop. While no differences were observed between the mean
fluorescence intensity (MFI) of both CD9 and CD63 in all samples, analyzing the CD9/CD63
ratio in each individual sample clearly segregated two groups. Specifically, the CD9 MFI was
increased in one group (G1, n= 69) and decreased in the other (G2, n=85), while CD63 MFI
remained more stable among all samples. The reason for this difference is not clear, but it
can be attributed neither to the protein content of the sample nor their pathological state. In
fact, when comparing healthy controls and CKD patients, a significant reduction on the
expression of both EV markers was observed in the pathological samples, maybe reflecting
the pathology itself or the chronic treatment. Technical reproducibility of the enrichment
method has been tested in up to 34 urine samples. Each of these were isolated twice at
different time points and using two independent home-made SEC columns. The ratio MFI1/MFI-2 (MFI from first isolation / MFI from second isolation) was 1.059 ± 0.29 and 1.037 ±
0.31 for CD9 and CD63 respectively, highlighting a great level of reproducibility. Overall, our
data clearly show that SEC is a robust and reproducible uEV isolation technic. In our
experience, CD63 MFI seems to be more reliable for uEV labelling in normalization intended
studies. Finally, we found the expression of both CD9 and CD63 is decreased in chronic kidney
patients compared to healthy controls. An unexplained observation is the detection of two
groups of samples based on the CD9/CD63 ratio.
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Tamm-Horsefall-protein-based ultra-sensitive detection of urinary
extracellular vesicles
Khirul Islam*, Misba Khan*, Parvez Syed, Urpo Lamminmäki, Janne Leivo
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Background: Urine is readily available source of extracellular vesicles (EVs). However, urinary
EVs (uEVs) is polymerized and tangled with Tamm-Horsfall protein (THP) that form a complex
network. Unfortunately, separation of uEVs from THP is complicated as it polymerizes and coprecipitates as a contaminant. The aim of our study was to develop a unique ultra-sensitive
time-resolved fluorescence immunoassay (TRFIA) for the detection of uEVs through the
network of THP.
Methods: The TRFIA uses biotinylated anti-tetraspanin antibodies (CD9 or CD63) immobilized
on streptavidin coated wells for capturing EVs from healthy urine samples. Then EVs that
tangled with THP were detected using europium chelates labelled with either anti-tetraspanin
antibodies or anti-THP. The study was conducted following the local ethics committee and
guidelines of Helsinki Declaration. Written informed consent were taken from all participants.
Results: The TRFIA revealed specific capturing and detection of EVs complex network by
tetraspanin antibodies in combination with THP protein. THP-chelate assay showed 7-fold
higher signal-to-background ratio compared to tetraspanin-chelate assay.
Conclusion: This TRFIA could be used as a simple tool for analysis and characterization of THP
associated urinary EVs complex directly from unprocessed urine without the need of
extensive isolation and preprocessing. This platform could be used for testing different EVassociated disease marker.
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Comparison of affinity-based isolation methods on uEVs Urine features
an ideal source of non-invasive diagnostic markers for diverse clinical
conditions
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Urine EV (uEV) content is contributed by different tissues, with the expected enrichment with
vesicles released from the urogenital route. Among different isolation methods affinity pulldown protocols allow for single-step EV isolation and are suitable for scalable volumes,
allowing the processing and analysis of both routinely harvested and biobanked urine
samples. Such protocols are amenable and user friendly, lend themselves to automation and
serve different analytical platforms, ultimately allowing integration with end-to-end
diagnostic assays. However, they typically trade off yield for purity, while a delicate balance
of both is needed to enable reliable biomarker detection from discovery to validation phase.
Hereby we address the state-of-art of affinity methods suitable for uEV research and
diagnostic development by setting up a flow for comparative testing of different solutions
based on use of antibodies and peptides for uEV recovery. To that purpose beads of different
size and material are employed and compared to peptide based isolation kits. Microplates
are used as additional EV capturing supports, enabling in-line analytical readouts. The
recovery of model EVs, both HEK293- and human urine derived, from buffers and human
urine are studied by means of EV pre-labelling and use of recombinant fluorescent EVs.
Orthogonal methods, including NTA, FIA and WB are used to evaluate the recovery of EVs and
common urine contaminants such as uromodulin. The specificity of immunoaffinity pull down
is assessed by appropriate isotype antibody or non-human EV controls. Cost-effectiveness
and time consumption of the immunobeads and peptide protocols as well as their
compatibility with urine preanalytics issues are assessed.
Funding: MARVEL Project ID 951768.
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Detection of LRRK2 and Rab in urine extracellular vesicles as potential
biomarkers for PD
Jean-Marc Taymans1, Eugénie Mutez1,2, William Sibran1, Laurine Vandewynckel1, Thomas
Comptdaer1, Pierre Semaille1, Matthieu Drouyer1, Antoine Marchand1, Alessia Sarchione1,
Guillaume Baille2, Séverine Bleuse1,2, Luc Defebvre2, Alain Destée1,2, Marie-Christine ChartierHarlin1
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Aims: Levels of expression or of phosphorylation of leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2) have
the potential for use as disease or pharmacodynamic biomarkers. LRRK2 phosphorylation
levels at the S910-S935-S955-S973 phosphosites are reduced for most disease mutant forms
of LRRK2, while for phospho-S1292, phospho-Rab8 and phospho-Rab10, levels are increased
for most mutants. Also, all of these 5 sites are rapidly dephosphorylated upon LRRK2 inhibitor
treatment, considered potential therapeutics. The main objective of this study is therefore to
characterize detection of leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2) in human and rat urine.
Methods: With urine collected from test individuals as well as rats, we have applied an
ultracentrifugation-based fractionation protocol to isolate extracellular vesicles (EVs). We
used western blot with antibodies directed against LRRK2, LRRK2 phosphorylation sites as
well as Rab8 and Rab10 total and phosphorylated proteins in order to measure these LRRK2
and Rab epitopes in urine.
Results: We confirm the presence of LRRK2 and Rab8/10 in human urinary EVs, including total
LRRK2 as well phosphorylated forms of LRRK2 pS910, pS935, pS955, pS973, pS1292 and
phosphorylated Rab8 and Rab10. We also confirm LRRK2 and Rab expression in rodent
urinary EVs. We will aslo present work currently ongoing to assess changes in total-LRRK2 as
well as pS935-LRRK2, pS1292-LRRK2, phospho-Rab8 and phospho-Rab10 in PD patient groups
relative to controls.
Conclusions: This study assesses LRRK2 and Rabs as a disease and pharmacodynamic marker
in human urine samples and our current analysis shows LRRK2 and Rab epitopes modified in
patient groups.
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Extracellular Vesicles: early and predictive biomarkers in Urinary
Bladder Cancer
Loïc Steiner1, Rosanne Veerman1, Maria Eldh1, Ahmed Ibrahim1, Amir Sherif2 and Susanne
Gabrielsson1
1
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Bladder cancer is the 4th most common cancer type in men and is associated with a poor
survival rate and a bad prognostic. At the time of diagnosis, about one third of detected
cancers are already muscle-invasive and start invading other organs. Thus, there is a need for
biomarkers to improve the detection and care of patients at an early stage of the disease.
Due to their abundance in urine, extracellular vesicles make ideal biomarker for bladder
cancer and can provide early insights about the status of the cancer. We isolated extracellular
vesicles from the urine of 40 bladder cancer patients by tangential flow filtration and
ultracentrifugation, and further characterized their protein composition using Proximity
Extension Assay (Olink, immune-oncology panel). The EV protein signature greatly differed
when comparing to healthy age-matched controls, indicating the great potential of EVs as a
novel non-invasive biomarker to detect urinary bladder cancer. Furthermore, pairwise
comparison was performed with matched bulk urine (not enriched for EVs) and revealed
specific proteins solely detected in isolated vesicles, strengthening the rationale of focusing
on extracellular vesicles for biomarker discovery. Additionally, a more in-depth analysis
revealed differences in the EV protein profile between patients at an early or late stage of the
disease. A distinct signature was also identified and correlated with clinical data such as
invasiveness or response to chemotherapy. Taken together, these results suggest the great
potential of using isolated urinary extracellular vesicles as a biomarker for bladder cancer that
can then be employed to predict clinical markers and better orient the care of the patients.
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Differential Ultracentrifugation: Optimization of a frequently used
protocol for Urinary Extracellular Vesicles isolation
Ana Teixeira-Marques1, Sara Monteiro-Reis1, Diana Felizardo1, Catarina Lourenço1, Miguel
Morim1, Vera Constâncio1, Carina Carvalho-Maia1,2, Rui Freitas3, Rui Henrique1,2,4, Carmen
Jerónimo1,4*
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Urine samples easily collected in a non-invasive manner, contain large amounts of
extracellular vesicles (EVs), being a promising material source to assess biomarkers for urinary
tract diseases. Nevertheless, EVs isolation and recovery from urine samples remains to be
optimized. Differential ultracentrifugation (dUC) is the most used method for urinary EVs’
isolation. However, most UC protocols are time consuming and a large amount of EVs is loss
during the execution of the protocol, decreasing the overall EVs’ recovery. In this work, a
comparison between dUC and Exoquick precipitation methods for small urinary EVs isolation
was performed, by assessing EVs recovery, as well as clinical applicability. Because UC
depends on physical properties of urine (density and viscosity) and EVs (density and size), the
dUC protocol was optimized using publicly available parameters as an input [
(http://vesicles.niifhm.ru/) created by Livshits et al. 2015]. Additionally, different UC times
were also compared and the analysis of large and small EVs populations was also performed.
We first observed that the step to obtain large EVs resulted in a significant loss of small EVs
in the respective pellet. Thus, the large EVs pelleting step was replaced by filtering the urine
supernatant with a 0.22 µm filter. Furthermore, in our hands washing steps diminished EVs
recovery. Remarkably, the optimized dUC protocol demonstrated to be more reproducible
when comparing with Exoquick precipitation method, being less time consuming and
cheaper.
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A Sensitive Tool to Measure Urinary Extracellular Vesicles with a Simple
and Isolation-free Protocol
Liang Wu1, 2, Wouter W. Woud1, Wenda Verschoor1, Ana Merino Rodriguez1, Dennis A.
Hesselink1, Carla C. Baan1, Karin Boer1
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Background: The measurement of urinary extracellular vesicles (uEV) is still hindered by low
sensitivity of detecting technique, or bias resulted from isolation. Dithiothreitol (DTT) and
dilution were commonly used to remove urinary protein aggregates or adjust urine pH.
Imaging flow cytometry (IFCM) is a novel technique endowed with a high sensitivity to detect
small uEV. Here, we present a reliable and “isolation-free” measurement of uEV by IFCM.
Material &
Methods: Urine from healthy volunteers (n=5) and kidney transplantation recipients (KTR)
(n=5) were collected. Extracellular vesicles (EVs) from COLO205 cells were used as a positive
control. Samples were labeled with CD63-Alxa488 and CD63-APC. Detergent treatment and
isotype labeling were set as negative controls. IFCM was performed with ImageStream. Sizestandardized beads, and beads with known molecule equivalent soluble fluorochrome (MESF)
were used for calibration. After removing speed beads and doublets, double positive events
represented read-out as EV-like particles.
Results: IFCM precisely detected 100-nm beads, and arbitrary fluorescent intensities were
converted to MESF values. IFCM showed a coefficient of variance (CV) of 2.9% for COLO205EVs in 10-times repeated experiments. Unstained healthy urine contained auto-fluorescence
(A-F) particles which were removed for 98.5 ± 0.9 % by a step of centrifugation (10,000 g 10
min). This step allowed to set up a “No A-F” gate to clearly distinguish uEV from A-F particles.
In healthy stained urine, there were 3.68 ± 1.25 × 10^7/ml uEV and 20.8 ± 15.8% uEV were
removed after this centrifugation (P < 0.05). Dilution of all urine samples did not result in
significant effects on total uEV numbers. Addition of DTT (25 mg/ml) did not affect uEV
numbers in healthy urine, but showed a 17.5 ± 25.8% higher concentration of uEV in KTR urine
(P = 0.06). This might be associated with a higher urine total protein/creatinine ratio in patient
urine (89.6 ± 44.4 g/mol) than healthy urine (4.0 ± 1.6 g/mol) (P < 0.01).
Conclusion: In summary, IFCM is a sensitive and reliable tool to characterize uEV with merely
a 25 mg/ml DTT incubation, and no need of urine dilution or uEV isolation.
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Automated and specific immunomagnetic isolation of prostate-derived
EVs from urine
Susann Allelein1, Keshia Aerchlimann1, Christian Freese2, Dirk Kuhlmeier1
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EVs are released from all sorts of cells into bodily fluids. The numerous different cells in the
human body might make it difficult or even impossible to detect disease-specific signatures
when analyzing the entire EV population. To investigate whether EVs can be applicable as
liquid biopsy strategy for prostate cancer diagnosis from urine samples we aimed in targeting
prostate-derived EVs. Studies observed an overexpression of the membrane-bound prostate
specific membrane antigen (PSMA) on prostate cancer cells. Thus, PSMA was used as target
to isolate prostate-derived EVs from cell-free urine using magnetic beads. PSMA- and CD9positive EVs from male urine were compared to female urine in western blotting indicating
successful isolation of prostate-derived and ubiquitous EVs, respectively. Furthermore, we
developed a device which enables an automated immunomagnetic enrichment of EVs. It
provides several advantages: reduced hands-on time, processing of up to10 mL sample,
volume reduction after washing to 200 µL and the freedom of down-stream analysis.
Compared to the hand-washed protocol the loss of magnetic beads was remarkably reduced.
EV yield was about three times higher determined by CD9 signals in western blotting. In order
to study EV surface proteins of a prostate cohort of 44 samples, cell-free urine was analyzed
on an in-house spotted antibody microarray. Surprisingly, PSMA could not be identified
neither as target for prostate-derived EV isolation nor for patient stratification. CD9 a
common EV marker and possible prostate cancer biomarker was detected across the cohort.
With this technique, we could characterize EV surface markers in a more simplified way in
comparison to e.g. western blotting. It can be easily extended up to 33 markers for one
sample. Furthermore, it is a fast-track screening method that might pin point potential EV
surface targets that could to be later used for immunomagnetic isolation in the automated
bead washing device.
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Protein biomarker discovery on urinary EVs for the first diagnosis and
follow up of bladder cancer patients
Eline Oeyen1,2, An Jacobs1, Karin Schildermans1,2, Inge Mertens1,2
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Abstract is under author’s embargo.
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Klotho inside uEVs and its potential role as biomarker for kidney
physiopathology
Cristina Grange1, Dario Tomanin2, Luca Deorsola3, Carlo Pace Napoleone3 and Benedetta
Bussolati2
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Entering an era in which biomarkers are gaining considerable importance in the clinical world,
we decided to investigate Klotho levels within urinary extracellular vesicles (uEVs) as an
efficient indicator of the overall state of the kidneys. We recently described that uEV also
carry Klotho, an anti-aging hormone released by the kidney with protective activity on the
cardiovascular and neurological systems. We here aimed to characterize the uEVs of a
population of pediatric patients affected by single ventricle congenital heart disease. In
particular, we aimed to evaluate Klotho levels as a potential biomarker of renal damage. In
this study, we isolated uEVs from first morning urine of pediatric patients affect by single
ventricle defects undergone to Fontan procedure, and from aged match young healthy
subjects. We characterized uEVs, combining the cytofluorimetric analysis of uEV surface
markers, obtained with MACSplex Exosome Kit, with the quantification of uEVs-Klotho
measured by ELISA. Finally, Klotho and classical exosomal and renal markers were confirmed
by single-molecule super resolution microscopy. Renal function was evaluated by creatinine.
We observed the presence of renal progenitor markers (SSEA4, CD133, CD24) and of the
epithelial marker CD326 in both experimental conditions. However, the expression of renal
uEVs markers was decreased in single ventricle patients. Of interest, the quantification of
Klotho levels within uEVs revealed a significantly higher expression of Klotho in uEVs from
healthy subjects compared with uEVs from single ventricle patients. On the contrary, no
differences in renal functional parameters were observed. The results presented here suggest
that in patients affected by single ventricle congenital heart disease, uEV characterization and
Klotho expression might predict pre-clinical damage to the renal tissue. Klotho loss could be
involved in the systemic alterations observed in these patients.
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Podocyte extracellular vesicles are increased in pediatric nephrotic
syndrome during nephrotic range proteinuria
Robert L. Myette MS, MD, FRCPC1,2, Fengxia Xiao MD, PhD2, Janusz Feber MD, FRCPC1, Pavel
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Idiopathic Nephrotic Syndrome (NS) is one of the most common causes of glomerular injury
in children, with the potential for a relapsing and remitting course necessitating steroid
therapy. The diagnosis of NS is based on urinary protein-to-creatinine ratio (UPrCr in g/mmol),
which may not be a sensitive and early marker of podocyte injury. Extracellular Vesicles (EVs)
are 0.1–1.0um vesicles shed from cell membranes under stress, retaining the surface proteins
of their cell of origin. They are validated markers of podocyte injury. The aim of our study is
to prove that urinary podocyte-derived EVs (podEVs) are robust biomarkers of podocyte
injury in childhood NS. We conducted a preliminary analysis of our prospective study enrolling
children 1-18 years old with NS. Urinary podEVs (EV/mmol of Cr) were analyzed in correlation
with UPrCr. Patients were divided into two groups NONEPH: UPrCr≤0.2, and NEPH: UPrCr>0.2.
Out of 46 patients enrolled to date, we analyzed 30 samples from 5 patients (pooled analysis).
The median podEV was significantly lower in NONEPH (1.14e+07) vs. NEPH (1.46e+08)
(p=0.012, Cohen-d=1.01). UPrCr predicted elevated podEVs ( =2.2e+8, t=3.93, p=0.0005). In
addition to point estimates, the NONEPH vs NEPH distributions were also significantly
different (Kolmogorov-Smirnov; p=0.01). In summary, urinary podEVs appear to be a
sensitive and specific marker of nephrotic range proteinuria which may have an impact on
clinical practice allowing for a more sensitive detection of podocyte injury. This may assist in
the diagnosis and management of NS, allowing for reduced cumulative steroid exposure.
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Reference microRNA in urinary EVs for kidney disease
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Micro-RNAs (miRs) encapsulated inside urinary extracellular vesicles (uEVs) have the
potential as early biomarkers for kidney and urological diseases. However, a reference gene
for accurate result interpretation is needed. We carried out the miR profiling of EVs from 35
human urine samples by an unbiased approach towards this attempt. We collected urine
samples from subjects without or with biopsy-proven kidney diseases such as membranous
nephropathy, nephropathy, and Diabetic nephropathy. uEVs were isolated using
Ultracentrifugation and biophysically characterized by NTA, DLS, and TEM. We analyzed the
expression profile of microarray cel files generated by Affymetrix miRNA- 4.0 human array
(Affymetrix; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). After pre-processing the data, we selected the
homogeneously expressing miRs using the R Bioconductor package. We identified a total of
20 miRs that could serve as housekeeping/reference genes for uEV-miR analysis in studies
focusing on kidney disease.
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Identification of the surface proteome of (cancer) extracellular vesicles
and its application to detect prostate cancer in urine
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Prostate cancer (PCa) cells secrete extracellular vesicles (EVs), that are detectable in urine.
However, in urine EVs are present from other organs, masking the cancer signal. For an
accurate diagnosis, it is important to specifically measure the number and/or cargo of cancerassociated uEVs. To capture cancer uEVs, an understanding of the EV surface proteome is
needed. The study aimed to investigate the PCa specific-EV surface proteome in vitro to
identify novel potential markers for the development of a non-invasive urine-based detection
method. Ultracentrifuge-isolated EV-integrity after trypsinization was evaluated using
electron microscopy (EM) and FACS. EVs from a 5 cancer type-cell line panel (PCa (n=5);
Colorectal cancer (n=4); Cervical cancer (n=3); Lung cancer (n=3), Bladder cancer (n=2) were
exposed to trypsin. The cleaved surface peptides were quantified using LC-MS/MSproteomics. To explore the clinical relevance, uEV protein profiles were measured of prostate
(n=15), lung (n=15), colorectal (n=15), cervical (n=15) bladder cancer patients (n=6), and
controls (n=15). EV integrity and number were not affected by trypsinization. We identified
>1500 proteins at the surface of cancer-EVs. Importantly, heat shock proteins (HSP) were
enriched in all cancer-EV-types, indicating that HSP-based EV isolation potentially enriches for
cancer-EVs. In addition to vesicle-related and metabolic proteins, intracellular DNA/RNAbinding proteins such as nuclear and ribosomal proteins were detected at the surface. Several
PCA-specific surface EV proteins were enriched in uEVs of PCa patients. Interestingly, these
PCa enriched surface-proteins are involved in DNA/RNA-binding. Two surface proteins were
measured with ELISA and showed a decreased expression in PCa patients, in a cohort of 32
uEV samples. In conclusion, the identified PCa specific EV surface proteome provides novel
insights that might ultimately translate to a non-invasive detection method for PCa.
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Simultaneous quantification of core members of the steroid synthesis
pathway in endocrine tissues and biofluids of male rats and uEVs
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Prostate cancer (PCa) is among the most frequently diagnosed type of cancer worldwide and
the second most common cancer disease in men. In Europe, it represents approximately a
quarter of all cancer diagnoses. The lack of sensitive diagnostic tools and knowledge in its
mechanisms of emergence and progression are a major challenge. In this regard, the
metabolomic analysis of PCa provides unprecedent pathophysiological information about
metabolic changes and responses to the microenvironment in healthy and tumorigenic cells.
Such data often remains hidden in genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics approaches.
Moreover, extracellular vesicles (EVs) are heterogeneous lipid containers with a complex
cargo of molecules that are a valuable asset for cell-to-cell communication and signaling. EVs
play a key role in pathophysiological processes by actively triggering various genetic or
metabolic responses. Remarkably, PCa cells secrete EVs that participate in driving tumour
growth and metastasis towards healthy recipient cells by building up a local environment,
which increases tumor chemotaxis. There is literature reporting the transport of metabolic
components using EVs as carriers; however, the manner their cargo (metabolites and
enzymes) interacts with PCa metabolism is yet to be properly described. In previous research
from our group, an increased level of dehydroepiandrosterone sulphate (DHEAS) in urinary
EVs derived from PCa patient samples was detected. Moreover, steroid-related metabolites
and enzymes have been reported as important modulators of PCa progression. In this work,
we have developed an assay for the extraction and simultaneous identification of eleven
metabolites of the steroid hormone biosynthesis pathway from cellular matrices and EVs. The
metabolites included as chemical standards are pregnenolone, pregnenolone sulphate,
DHEA, DHEAS, androsterone, androsterone sulphate, aldosterone, cortisol, estrone,
testosterone and dihydrotestosterone. The metabolites were extracted using a liquid biphasic
method and this process was optimized by testing the effect of different solvent
combinations. The identification method was performed using hydrophobic integration
chromatography coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry (UPLC-MS) and has a run
time of 5 min. In addition, this chromatographic method was optimized by testing various
phases and gradients over the run. So far, this UPLC-MS method has successfully identified
steroid-related metabolites in a panel prostate cell lines (PC-3, DU145, 22Rv1, LnCaP and BPH1). Furthermore, EVs derived from this panel of cells and EVs isolated from urine fluids have
been assayed using the method. In summary, we present an optimized and rapid assay for
the extraction and identification of steroid-related metabolites from cells and extracellular
vesicles.
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mRNA sequencing in urinary extracellular vesicles identifies genes of
oxidative stress pathway linked with Type 1 diabetic kidney disease risk
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Urinary extracellular vesicles (uEV) contribute to intercellular communication and urinary
biomarkerome. Characterization of uEV transcriptome could reveal pathogenetic
mechanisms behind kidney diseases, however, non-standardized workflows have limited
clinical studies. We assessed uEV-mRNAs from different clinical urine collections by low-input
genome-wide sequencing for the performance as liquid kidney biopsy and mechanisms of
kidney disease in Type 1 diabetes (T1D DKD). Sequencing of >100 uEV samples reproducibly
detected >10,000 mRNAs showing similarity to kidney transcriptome. T1D DKD groups
showed 13 upregulated genes prevalently expressed by proximal tubules and correlating with
hyperglycemia. Interestingly, an oxidative/cellular stress signature (GPX3, NOX4, MSRB,
MSRA, HRSP12 and CRYAB) correlated with both hyperglycemia and long-term decline of
kidney function independent of individual’s albuminuria status. We thus provide framework
for studying mRNA landscape and kidney function in clinical uEV samples, and T1D DKD
markers with roles in oxidative stress homeostasis and potential as biomarkers or drug
targets.
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Could protein content of Urinary Extracellular Vesicles be useful for
detecting Alcoholic Liver Disease?
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Introduction: Alcohol abuse has a high impact on the mortality and morbidity related to a
great number of diseases and is responsible for the development of alcoholic liver disease
(ALD). It remains challenging to detect and evaluate its severity, which is crucial for prognosis.
In this work, we studied if urinary EVs (uEVs) could serve in diagnose and evaluate cirrhosis in
ALD.
Methods: uEVs characterization by cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-EM), Nanoparticle
Tracking Analysis (NTA) and Western blotting (WB) was performed in a cohort of 21 controls
and 21 cirrhotic patients. Then, to identify new putative biomarkers for cirrhosis in ALD,
proteomics of urinary EVs (uEVs) was achieved in a second cohort of 6 controls and 8 patients.
Results: uEVs concentration, size and composition was altered in cirrhotic patients. A total of
1304 proteins were identified in uEVs, and 90 of them were found to be altered in cirrhotic
patients.
Conclusions: uEVs could be considered as a tool and a supplier of new biomarkers for ALD,
whose application would be especially relevant in chronic patients. Yet, further research is
necessary to obtain more relevant result in clinical terms. "
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Urinary Extracellular Vesicles for precisely defining muscle invasive
bladder cancer
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The urological tumors make up approximately 25% of all human cancers, and their recurrence
and progression rate are ~ 50-70% which is higher than other tumors. In order to have
frequent and long-term follow up, developing non-invasive diagnostic strategy is imperative.
Current gold standard diagnostic procedures for bladder cancer are cystoscopy and urinary
cytology which are invasive and low sensitivity to small papillary or Cis tumors, and also
frequently cause side effects such as dysuria, hematuria, or urinary tract infection. Urine
extracellular vesicles (EVs) have become a valuable and promising source of biomarkers for
urological tumor detection. However, due to large heterogeneity and significant size overlap
between vesicle populations, identifying specific urinary EV markers for non-invasively
diagnose bladder cancer remains extraordinarily challenging. Herein, we introduce a novel
3D-structured nanographene immunomagnetic particles (NanoPoms) with unique flower
pom-poms morphology and photo-click chemistry for specific marker-defined capture and
release of intact urinary EVs. This specific EV isolation approach leads to the expanded
identification of targetable cancer biomarkers with enhanced specificity and sensitivity, as
demonstrated by multi-omic EV analysis of bladder cancer patient tissue fluids using the next
generation sequencing of somatic DNA mutations, miRNAs, and the global proteome. The
NanoPoms prepared exosomes also exhibit distinctive in vivo biodistribution patterns,
highlighting the highly viable and integral quality. The developed method is simple and
straightforward for developing urinary EV based diagnostic tests.
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